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Abstract 

J.D. Edwards EnterpriseOne is one of the most widely deployed enterprise resource planning (ERP) 
applications in the midrange market today. It can run on multiple platforms, including the IBM System i 
and Windows Server® 2003. As companies run out of capacity on their current System i hosts, reach 
renewal dates for their maintenance agreements, or consider upgrades to their EnterpriseOne application 
suite, many are deciding that Windows Server 2003 can provide a strong alternative to the status quo.  

There are many reasons for companies to make the switch to Windows Server 2003 and Microsoft® SQL 
Server™. A significant driver is cost. There are many areas where cost comes into play: 

 Purchase of new hardware to run EnterpriseOne. One recent customer was quoted $375,000 

for a System i hardware and operating system combination to support its growing enterprise. The 

hardware and operating system cost for the Windows Server solution was less than $180,000, 

with clustered servers at both the application and database tiers to provide high reliability. 

 Requirement for additional batch capacity. Growing companies will reach the point of needing 

more capacity. For example, the batch window may become insufficient. In such situations, it is a 

simple matter to add additional commodity-priced servers to process the additional load, as 

opposed to spending $80,000 to turn on a new processor on the System i—or worse, having to 

purchase an additional system.  

 Granular scalability of the online workload. If the number of concurrent online users grows 

due to the success of the company or through a merger or acquisition, the EnterpriseOne 

application may become exposed to other user communities, which would require the company to 

add capacity to its system. With the Windows Server platform, the company can simply add low-

cost servers to the cluster. With the System i, the costs are significantly higher: adding either 

additional processors or an entirely new System i where expansion is not possible. 

 Disaster recovery. With a lower hardware cost it is possible to have a disaster recovery solution 

that is fully utilized in production. Alternatively, a solution that is owned and controlled by the 

organization can be set up in a passive configuration. Many System i customers cannot afford to 

purchase dedicated disaster recovery systems, and therefore must lease from outside resources, 

which are becoming less available and more expensive, and are unavailable to the organization 

for any other purpose. 

 Low cost of ownership. From an administration standpoint, SQL Server is a very cost-effective 

solution. SQL Server is a popular database management platform, so there are many qualified 

database administrators (DBAs) in the market. These DBAs are very competitively priced as 

compared to their System i counterparts. Therefore the cost of ownership of SQL Server 

compared to System i can be substantially lower. Refer to www.microsoft.com/sql/prodinfo 

/compare/ibm/db2v8.mspx for a detailed comparison of these costs. 

Of course, cost is not everything. The power of the SQL Server back end provides significant advantages 
over those of the System i back end.  

 ERP systems. In recent years, as regulatory and business requirements have continued to 

demand more stringent performance and availability requirements, SQL Server has become an 

increasingly attractive platform to migrate to, for customers who run ERP systems. With SQL 

Server on a Windows Server 2003 operating system cluster, a customer can often implement a 

highly available ERP solution for less than the cost of a single System i box. 

This is accomplished by setting up the hardware on both nodes of the Windows Server cluster 
in an active/active configuration. The database can run on one node of the cluster and the 
application logic can run on the other node. This allows the resources of the cluster to be 
fully utilized and yet still be protected in the event of hardware failure on either node.  

 Point-in-time data recovery. Another distinct advantage of SQL Server is its ability to do point-

in-time recovery of data. On the System i, to recover after your last backup you must enable 

http://www.microsoft.com/sql/prodinfo/compare/ibm/db2v8.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/sql/prodinfo/compare/ibm/db2v8.mspx
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journaling on each table. Because journaling has performance considerations, many DBAs 

disable this option. With SQL Server, databases operate in full recovery mode: in the event of a 

logical error, such as a user inadvertently deleting or updating data, the DBA can easily recover 

that deleted data via a point-in-time recovery, or even directly from the transaction log using third-

party tools. More details on the full recovery model for SQL Server can be found at 

www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/sql/2000/maintain/sqlbackuprest.mspx.  

 Business intelligence. SQL Server Analysis Services and Reporting Services are included with 

SQL Server. Not only is this a significant cost savings for companies who opt for SQL Server, but 

more importantly the company then gains access to the leading business intelligence (BI) solution 

in the industry. Users can get a better view of their business in its entirety or a very specific view 

based on their responsibilities.  

 High performance. SQL Server on x64 hardware can easily outpace a System i server. In 

addition, it does so at a significantly lower price point. This is beneficial for the online experience 

as well as for supporting larger volumes, which further improves the price/performance ratio.  

To summarize, there are many reasons to consider moving your EnterpriseOne suite to Windows Server 
2003 from the System i, including lower cost, improved functionality, better performance, and cost-

effective disaster recovery—all while maintaining the highly reliable environment that users expect.   

Now that you are intrigued at the possibility of running EnterpriseOne on Windows Server 2003, there is 

one other factor to consider: risk—the risk of migrating your existing application workload to Windows 
Server. This paper shows you just how straightforward this migration is for development, prototype (test), 
and production environments by detailing a sample migration.  

http://www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/sql/2000/maintain/sqlbackuprest.mspx
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Approach 

The cleanest approach to migrating your existing EnterpriseOne installation from a System i environment 
to your new Windows Server 2003 platform with SQL Server is to begin by performing a clean installation 
of EnterpriseOne on Windows Server. After that installation is completed, you will overlay portions of your 
system libraries, central objects, business data, and control tables on top of your existing SQL Server 
databases.  

On your SQL Server installation, you should have three separate environments: development, prototype, 
and production. The migration process described in this white paper shows how to migrate each of these 
environments as distinct phases. Note that the steps for each environment will differ somewhat, because 
there are some processes that are performed only once, such as migrating the data dictionary, and other 
processes that are performed as needed to ensure that all data transitions properly. 

Clean installation of EnterpriseOne 

To perform the clean installation of EnterpriseOne on Windows Server 2003, follow the general steps 
outlined here: 

1. Set up your cluster on Windows Server. 

a. Create a SQL Server cluster group. 

b. Create an EnterpriseOne cluster group. 

2. Install SQL Server to the SQL Server cluster. 

3. Install EnterpriseOne to your production server. 

4. Run the EnterpriseOne installation workbench as described in Oracle’s EnterpriseOne installation 
guide. 

5. Install EnterpriseOne host code to the EnterpriseOne cluster. 

6. Apply the same tools release to the new installation that you are running on your current 
installation.  

7. Verify that you can successfully submit batches to the cluster from your presentation layer. 

The platform migration 

Switch to your new SQL Server installation by migrating one environment at a time. For the typical 
migration, this process involves three distinct phases, in the following order: 

I. Migration of the development environment 

II. Migration of the prototype environment 

III. Migration of the production environment 

Note:   It is very important to ensure that code freeze is in place on all development activities, on both 
current and new systems, prior to beginning the path code migration process. The process outlined in this 
paper assumes that the path codes remain static. Otherwise, if new development occurs during this 
migration process, you will be left with orphaned objects that you must manually locate and clean up at a 
later time. 
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I.  Migrating the development environment 

The six components of the development environment are migrated from the System i to SQL Server in 
the following order: 

A. Development path code 

B. Data dictionary 

C. EnterpriseOne user accounts and security tables 

D. Object Management Workbench (OMW) configuration 

E. Full EnterpriseOne package 

F. EnterpriseOne business data and control tables 

Sample migration procedures for all of these development components are covered here in Section I. All 
procedures occur on Windows Server 2003, in the EnterpriseOne application. 

I.A.  Development path code 

The migration of the path code from the System i to SQL Server occurs in five sequential stages: 

1. Migrate the central objects libraries. 

2. Migrate the versions tables. 

3. Copy the development path code from the System i deployment server to the deployment server 
associated with the development SQL Server environment. 

4. Update the object librarian library to match the imported code in the central objects database. 

5. Import the electronic software update (ESU) change tables. 

All of the migration stages for the development path code are detailed here in Section I.A.  

Note:   Before starting on these stages, install IBM Client Access on a workstation or terminal server. 

I.A.1.  Migrate the central objects libraries 

1. On the System Administration Tools (GH9011) menu, click Database Data Sources. 

2. In the Database Data Sources form, create a new data source in the system map, to point 
to the library on the System i in which the development central objects reside. 

● The Data Source Use box is filled automatically. 

● In the Data Source Name box, type Central Objects - AS4 as the source. 

● In the Data Source Type box, type I. 

● Leave the Object Owner ID box blank. 

● In the Library Name box, type the name of the System i system library as the target. 

● In the Library List Name box, type in the System i server name. 

● In the DLL Name box, type JDBODBC.DLL. 

● In the Database Name box, type Central Objects - AS4. 

● In the Server Name box, type the System i server name. 

● In the Platform box, type AS400. 

● Select the check boxes as shown in the screen shot below. 
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● Click OK to return to the System Administration Tools menu. 

 

3. On the System Administration Tools menu, click Batch Versions.  
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4. In the Work with Batch Versions form, click the Add button on the toolbar to go to the 
Version Add form.  

5. In the Version Add form, create a new version of the R98403 universal batch engine (UBE) 
and name the version WJDE0001.  

5. In the Work with Batch Versions form, highlight WJDE0001, and then click the 
Processing Options button. 

6. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Environment tab, and do the following: 

● On line 1, leave the box blank. 

● On line 2, enter the name of the target data source: Central Objects - B7333. 

● On line 3, enter 2 to specify that the target data source does not copy the demo data. 

● On line 4, enter the name of the source data source: Central Objects - AS4.  
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7. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Update tab, and do the following: 

● On line 6, enter 1 to have the report actually copy data. (To test your Processing 
Options entries and see what the UBE would have done without actually copying the 
data, enter 0.) 

● On line 7, enter A to recreate the existing table, or to create new tables if no table exists 
in the target data source. 

● On line 8, enter 1 to copy only those tables that exist in the source data source. 

● On line 9, leave the box blank; the default is to clear the table. 

● Click OK to return to the Work with Batch Versions form. 
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8. In the Work with Batch Versions form, highlight WJDE0001, click Data Selection, and 
then set the data selection to copy the following tables: 

F98751 F980021 F98712 

F98752 F969861 F98713 

F98753 F9698710 F98720 

F98760 F9698712 F98740 

F98761 F989999 F98741 

F98762 F989998 F98743 

F98950 F98306 F98745 

F89210 F98710 F98750 

F980011 F98711 
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I.A.2.  Migrate the versions tables 

1. On the System Administration Tools menu, click Database Data Sources. 

2. In the Database Data Sources form, create a new data source. 

● The Data Source Use box is filled automatically. 

● In the Data Source Name box, type Versions - AS4 - DNT as the source. 

In the Data Source Type box, type I. 

● Leave the Object Owner ID box blank. 

● In the Library Name box, type  DV7333DNT (the name of the development versions 
table on the System i) as the target. 

● In the Library List Name box, type the System i server name. 

● In the DLL Name box, type JDBODBC.DLL. 

● In the Database Name box, type Versions - AS4 - DNT. 

● In the Server Name box, type the System i server name. 

● In the Platform box, type AS400.  

● Select the check boxes as shown in the screen shot below. 

● Click OK to return to the System Administration Tools menu. 
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3. On the System Administration Tools menu, click Batch Versions.  

4. In the Version Add form, create a new version of the R98403 version WJDE0002, using 
Versions - AS4 - DNT as the source data source and Versions - DV7333 as the target data 
source, to copy only the F983051 table. 

5. Run WJDE002 locally from the workstation. 

6. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Environment tab, and do the following: 

● On line 1, leave the box blank. 

● On line 2, enter the name of the target data source: Versions - DV7333. 

● On line 3, enter 2 to specify that the target data source not copy the demo data. 

● On line 4, enter the name of the source data source: Versions - AS4 - DNT. 

7. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Update tab, and do the following: 

● On line 6, enter 1 to have the report actually copy data. (To test your Processing 
Options entries and see what the UBE would have done without actually copying the 
data, enter 0.) 

● On line 7, enter A to recreate the existing table, or create new tables if no table exists in 
the target data source.  

● On line 8, enter 1 to copy only those tables that exist in the source data source. 

● On line 9, leave the box blank; the default is to clear the table. 

● Click OK to return to the Work with Batch Versions form. 
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8. Open SQL Query Analyzer, and run the following SQL statement to update the machine 
name within the versions table:   

update DV7333.f983051 set VRMKEY=’new DEP server’ where VRMKEY=’old 

DEP server’  

9. Run the following SQL statement to delete orphaned versions:   

delete DV7333.f985031 where VRVRSAVAIL <> ‘Y’  

10. Rebuild on the indexes on the central objects database.  

Note: We recommend placing the indexes in a separate file group from the data. 

I.A.3.  Copy the development path code 

Copy the development path code from the old System i deployment server to the new SQL Server 
deployment server. Make sure not to copy the \packages subdirectory. Create a new, empty 
\package subdirectory on the new deployment server after the copy has been completed. 

 I.A.4.  Update the object librarian library 

1. On the System Administration Tools menu, click Database Data Sources. 

2. In the Database Data Sources dialog box, create a new data source.  

● In the Data Source Name box, type Object Librarian - AS4 as the source. 

● In the Data Source Type box, type I. 

● Leave the Object Owner ID box blank. 

● In the Library Name box, type OL7333 (the name of the object librarian library that 
resides on the System i) as the target. 

● Fill the other boxes as shown in the screen shot below. 
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3. On the System Administration Tools menu, click Batch Versions.  

4. In the Version Add form, create a new version of the R98403 report and name the version 
WJDE003.  

5. In the Work with Batch Versions form, highlight WJDE0003, click Data Selection, and 
then set the data selection to copy the following tables: 

F9860 F9862 F9865 

F9861 F9863 

6. Highlight WJDE0003 again, and then click the Processing Options button.  

7. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Environment tab, and do the following: 

● On line 1, leave the box blank. 

● On line 2, enter the name of the target data source: Object Librarian - B7333. 

● On line 3, enter 2 to specify that the target data source does not copy the demo data. 

● On line 4, enter the name of the source data source: Object Librarian - AS4. 

8. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Update tab, and do the following: 

● On line 6, enter 1 to have the report actually copy data. (To test your Processing 
Options entries and see what the UBE would have done without actually copying the 
data, enter 0.) 

● On line 7, enter A to recreate the existing table, or to create new tables if no table exists 
in the target data source. 

● On line 8, enter 1 to copy only those tables that exist in the source data source. 

● On line 9, leave the box blank; the default is to clear the table. 
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9. Run WJDE0003 to copy the object librarian tables from the System i  to SQL Server. 

10. In SQL Query Analyzer, run the following SQL statement to update the deployment server 
name within the object librarian library: 

Update xxxxxx.f9861 set SIMKEY = ‘new DEPs server’ where SIMKEY = 

‘old DEP server’ 

I.A.5.  Import the ESU change tables 

1. Create a new data source.  

● In the Data Source Name box, type System - AS4 as the source. 

● In the Library Name box, type SYS7333 (the name of the system library that resides on 
the System i) as the target. 

● Fill the other boxes as shown in the screen shot below. 

 

2. Create a new version of the R98403 report and name the version WJDE0004. 

3. Set the data selection to copy the following tables: 

F9670 — ESU header table 

F9671 — table where ESUs are applied 

F9672 — table of the objects that were updated by an ESU 

4. Run WJDE0004 from the local workstation. 

5. Copy these tables from the system database in System i to the planner database on your 
deployment server.  
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Note:   For XE and ERP8, the planner database will be a Microsoft Office Access 
database. For all later versions, this will be an instance of MSDE running in the deployment 
server. 

I.B.  Data dictionary 

To migrate the data dictionary from the System i to SQL Server, follow these steps: 

1. Create a new data source named Data Dictionary - AS4 that points to the data dictionary library 
on the System i. (Fill the boxes as shown in the screen shot below.) 

 

2. Create a new version of the R98403 report, using Data Dictionary - AS4 as the source and Data 
Dictionary - B7333 as the target.  

3. Set the data selection to copy only the following tables: 

F9200 F9210 F9755 

F9202 F9211 F9757 

F9203 F9212 F9759 

F9207 F00165 F9760 

4. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Environment tab, and do the following: 

● On line 1, leave the box blank. 

● On line 2, enter the name of the target data source: Data Dictionary - B7333. 

● On line 3, enter 2 to specify that the target data source not copy the demo data. 
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● On line 4, enter the name of the source data source: Data Dictionary - AS4. 

5. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Update tab, and do the following: 

● On line 6, enter 1 to have the report actually copy data. (To test your Processing Options 
entries and see what the UBE would have done without actually copying the data, enter 0.) 

● On line 7, enter A to recreate the existing table, or create new tables if no table exists in the 
target data source. 

● On line 8, enter 1 to copy only those tables that exist in the source data source. 

● On line 9, leave the box blank; the default is to clear the table. 

6. Run the new version of R98403 from the local workstation. 

I.C.  EnterpriseOne user accounts and security tables 

To migrate the EnterpriseOne user accounts and security tables from the System i to SQL Server, follow 
these steps: 

1. Create a new version of the R98403 report, using System - AS4 as the source and System - 
7333 as the target.  

2. Set the data selection to copy the following tables: 

F0092 F0094 

F00921 F00950 

F0093 F95921 (Role Relationship table 8.9 and above) 

 

3. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Environment tab, and do the following: 

● On line 1, leave the box blank. 

● On line 2, enter the name of the target data source: System - 7333. 

● On line 3, enter 2 to specify that the target data source not copy the demo data. 

● On line 4, enter the name of the source data source: System - AS4. 

4. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Update tab, and do the following: 

● On line 6, enter 1 to have the report actually copy data. (To test your Processing Options 
entries and see what the UBE would have done without actually copying the data, enter 0.) 
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● On line 7, enter A to recreate the existing table, or create new tables if no table exists in the 
target data source. 

● On line 8, enter 1 to copy only those tables that exist in the source data source. 

● On line 9, leave the box blank; the default is to clear the table. 

5. Run the new version of R98403 from the local workstation. 

I.D.  OMW configuration 

To migrate the configuration for your Object Management Workbench (OMW) development tools, follow 
these steps: 

1. Create a new version of the R98403 report, using System - AS4 as the source and System - 
7333 as the target.  

2. Set the data selection to copy the following tables: 

F98223 F98225 

F98224 F98230 

 

3. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Environment tab, and do the following: 

● On line 1, leave the box blank. 

● On line 2, enter the name of the target data source: System - 7333. 

● On line 3, enter 2 to specify that the target data source not copy the demo data. 

● On line 4, enter the name of the source data source: System - AS4. 

4. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Update tab, and do the following: 

● On line 6, enter 1 to have the report actually copy data. (To test your Processing Options 
entries and see what the UBE would have done without actually copying the data, enter 0.) 

● On line 7, enter A to recreate the existing table, or create new tables if no table exists in the 
target data source. 

● On line 8, enter 1 to copy only those tables that exist in the source data source. 

● On line 9, leave the box blank; the default is to clear the table. 
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5. Run the new version of R98403 from the local workstation. 

I.E.  Full EnterpriseOne package 

To migrate the full EnterpriseOne package from the System i to SQL Server, follow these steps: 

1. Rebuild all of the indexes for the system database. 

2. Complete a full client and server package build for the development path code. Ensure that there 
are no errors in the builderror.txt error log and that all business functions have been built cleanly. 

3. Deploy the package to your workstations, enterprise server, applications server, JAS server, or 
terminal servers. 

4. Log on to your development environment. 

I.F.  EnterpriseOne business data and control tables 

The migration of the EnterpriseOne business data and control tables from the System i to the 
development SQL Server environment occurs in three stages: 

1. Prepare the development business data database. 

2. Migrate the control tables. 

3. Migrate the business data. 

Samples of all of these migration stages are detailed here in Section I.F. 

The process for migrating your business data and control tables involves the use of the R98403 report 
provided by J.D. Edwards and either SQL Server Data Transformation Services (DTS) or SQL Server 
Integration Services (SSIS). The J.D. Edwards report does the bulk of the work, copying 90 percent of the 
tables. Most EnterpriseOne business data databases consist of approximately 1500 to 2000 tables. Most 
of these tables are empty or contain very few records. Although the R98403 report is extremely inefficient, 
performing a row-by-row copy, it is quite effective for doing the grunt work on most of these tables. 

The big tables call for an alternate strategy, with DTS or SSIS performing the work alone. The initial 
installation process of EnterpriseOne creates an empty table structure. The only task that remains is to 
populate the table. 

It is challenging to identify the big tables, because there is no set list of these tables. The list differs from 
business to business, depending on which modules are running and how those modules are being used. 
Appendix A presents a process for generating a list of all tables and their sizes within a given library on 
the System i and exporting them to Microsoft Office Excel®. Generally, excluding the twenty largest tables 
is sufficient. 

I.F.1.  Prepare the development business data database 

1. Make a backup copy of the development business data library in System i. 

2. Place the original development business data database in simple recovery mode, to prevent 
the transaction log from growing and using up all the remaining disk space. 

I.F.2.  Migrate the control tables 

1. Create a new data source named Control Tables - AS4 that points to the system library on 
the System i. 

2. Create a new version of the R98403 report named CopyControl, using Control Tables - 
Test as the target and Control Tables - AS4 as the source. 

3. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Environment tab, and do the following: 

● On line 1, leave the box blank. 
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● On line 2, enter the name of the target data source: Control Tables - Test. 

● On line 3, enter 2 to specify that the target data source not copy demo data. 

● On line 4, enter the name of the source data source: Control Tables - AS4. 

4. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Update tab, and do the following: 

● On line 6, enter 1 to have the report actually copy data. (To test your Processing 
Options entries and see what the UBE would have done without actually copying the 
data, enter 0.) 

● On line 7, enter A to recreate the existing table, or create new tables if no table exists in 
the target data source. 

● On line 8, enter 1 to copy only those tables that exist in the source data source. 

● On line 9, leave the box blank; the default is to clear the table. 

I.F.2.  Migrate the business data 

1. Ensure that the databases are in simple recovery mode. 

2. Create a new version of the R98403 report named CopyBus, using Business Data - Test 
as the target and Business Data - AS4 as the source. Exclude any tables that you identified 
previously that require more than an hour to process with this UBE. 

3. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Environment tab, and do the following: 

● On line 1, leave the box blank. 

● On line 2, enter the name of the target data source: Business Data - Test. 

● On line 3, enter 2 to specify that the target data source not copy the demo data. 

● On line 4, enter the name of the source data source: Business Data - AS4. 

4. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Update tab, and do the following: 

● On line 6, enter 1 to have the report actually copy data. (To test your Processing 
Options entries and see what the UBE would have done without actually copying the 
data, enter 0.) 

● On line 7 enter A to recreate the existing table, or to create new tables if no table exists 
in the target data source. 

● On line 8, enter 1 to copy only those tables that exist in the source data source. 

● On line 9, leave the box blank; the default is to clear the table. 

5. Set the data selection to exclude all tables identified as big tables. 
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6. Run the R98403 report named CopyBus. 

7. Create a DTS package for each of the big tables. Some of the smaller of these big tables 
can be aggregated into a single DTS package. 

Note:   Before running the DTS packages, we recommend that you script and drop your 
indexes against all of the big tables. Often the data that comes over from the System i is 
dirty, from a SQL Server perspective. The most common problem is duplicate rows, which 
cause primary key violations. 

8. Run each of the DTS packages.  

9. Reapply the indexes to the big tables.  

Note:   One or more of the primary key indexes may fail due to duplicate data. If this 
occurs, identify the duplicate rows and ask the business owner which rows can be deleted. 
We recommend that you also delete the duplicate rows from the System i itself, in all 
environments, so that when this process is repeated for the prototype and production 
systems you don’t encounter this error again. 
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II.  Migrating the prototype environment 

The two parts of the prototype environment are migrated from the System i to SQL Server in the following 
order: 

A. Prototype path code and versions 

B. EnterpriseOne business data and control tables 

Sample migration procedures for all of these prototype components are covered here in Section II. All 
procedures occur on Windows Server 2003, in the EnterpriseOne application. 

II.A.  Prototype path code 

The migration of the path code from the System i to SQL Server occurs in four stages: 

1. Migrate the central objects libraries. 

2. Migrate the versions tables. 

3. Copy the path code from the System i deployment server to the deployment server associated 
with the prototype SQL Server environment. 

4. Complete the path code migration. 

All of the migration stages for the prototype path code are detailed here in Section II.A. 

II.A.1.  Migrate the central objects libraries 

1. Create a new data source in the system map to point to the library on the System i in which 
the prototype central objects reside. (Fill the boxes as shown in the screen shot below.) 
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2. Create a new version of the R98403 UBE. 

3. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Environment tab, and do the following: 

● On line 1, leave the box blank. 

● On line 2, enter the name of the target data source: Central Objects - PY7333 

● On line 3, enter 2 to specify that the target data source does not copy the demo data. 

● On line 4, enter the name of the source data source: Central Objects - AS4. 
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4. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Update tab, and do the following: 

● On line 6, enter 1 to have the report actually copy data. (To test your Processing 
Options entries and see what the UBE would have done without actually copying the 
data, enter 0.) 

● On line 7, enter A to recreate the existing table, or to create new tables if no table exists 
in the target data source. 

● On line 8, enter 1 to copy only those tables that exist in the source data source. 

● On line 9, leave the box blank; the default is to clear the table. 

5. Set your source data source as Central Objects - AS4.  

6. Set the data selection to copy the following tables: 

F98751 F980021 F98712 

F98752 F969861 F98713 

F98753 F9698710 F98720 

F98760 F9698712 F98740 

F98761 F989999 F98741 

F98762 F989998 F98743 

F98950 F98306 F98745 

F89210 F98710 F98750 

F980011 F98711 
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II.A.2.  Migrate the versions tables 

1. Create a new data source named Versions - AS4 - DNT that points to the prototype 
versions table on the System i. 

 

2. Create a new version of the R98403 report, using Versions - AS4 - DNT as the data source 
and Versions - PY7333 as the target, to copy only the F983051 table. 

3. Run the new version of R98403 locally from the workstation. 

4. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Environment tab, and do the following: 

● On line 1, leave the box blank. 

● On line 2, enter the name of the target data source: Versions - PY7333. 

● On line 3, enter 2 to specify that the target data source not copy the demo data. 

● On line 4, enter the name of the source data source: Versions - AS4 - DNT. 

5. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Update tab, and do the following: 

● On line 6, enter 1 to have the report actually copy data. (To test your Processing 
Options entries and see what the UBE would have done without actually copying the 
data, enter 0.) 

● On line 7, enter A to recreate the existing table, or create new tables if no table exists in 
the target data source. 

● On line 8, enter 1 to copy only those tables that exist in the source data source. 

● On line 9, leave the box blank; the default is to clear the table. 

6. Run the following SQL statement to update the machine name within the versions table:   
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update PY7333.f983051 set VRMKEY=’new DEP server’ where VRMKEY=’old 

DEP server’  

7. Run the following SQL statement to delete orphaned versions:   

delete PY7333.f985031 where VRVRSAVAIL <> ‘Y’  

8. Rebuild the indexes on the central objects database.  

Note:   We recommend placing the indexes in a separate file group from the data. 

II.A.3.  Copy the prototype path code 

Copy the prototype path code from the old System i deployment server to the new SQL Server 
deployment server. Make sure not to copy the \packages subdirectory. Create a new, empty 
\package subdirectory on the new deployment server after the copy has been completed. 

II.A.4.  Complete the path code migration 

1. Rebuild all of the indexes for the system database. 

2. Complete a full client and server package build for the prototype path code. Ensure that 
there are no errors in the builderror.txt error log and that all business functions have been 
built cleanly. 

3. Deploy the package to your workstations, enterprise server, applications server, JAS server, 
or terminal servers. 

4. Log on to your prototype environment. 

II.B.  EnterpriseOne business data and control tables 

Refer to Section I.F. in this paper for an overview of migrating your business data and control tables. 
(Your big tables were previously identified in Section I.F.) 

II.B.1.  Prepare the prototype business data database 

1. Make a backup copy of the prototype business data database in System i. 

2. Place the original prototype business data database in simple recovery mode. 

II.B.2.  Migrate the control tables 

1. Create a new data source named Control Tables - AS4 that points to the system library on 
the System i. (Fill the boxes as shown in the screen shot below.) 
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2. Create a new version of the R98403 report named CopyControl, using Control Tables - 
CRP as the target and Control Tables - AS4 as the source. Exclude any tables that you 
identified previously that require more than an hour to process with this UBE. 

3. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Environment tab, and do the following: 

● On line 1, leave the box blank. 

● On line 2, enter the name of the target data source: Control Tables - CRP. 

● On line 3, enter 2 to specify that the target data source not copy the demo data. 

● On line 4, enter the name of the source data source: Control Tables - AS4. 
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4. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Update tab, and do the following: 

● On line 6, enter 1 to have the report actually copy data. (To test your Processing 
Options entries and see what the UBE would have done without actually copying the 
data, enter 0.) 

● On line 7, enter A to recreate the existing table, or to create new tables if no table exists 
in the target data source. 

● On line 8, enter 1 to copy only those tables that exist in the source data source. 

● On line 9, leave the box blank; the default is to clear the table. 

II.B.3.  Migrate the business data 

1. Ensure that the databases are in simple recovery mode. 

2. Create a new version of the R98403 report named CopyBus, using Business Data - CRP 
as the target and Business Data - AS4 as the source. Exclude any tables that you identified 
previously that require more than an hour to process with this UBE. 

3. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Environment tab, and do the following: 

● On line 1, leave the box blank. 

● On line 2, enter the name of the target data source: Business Data - CRP. 

● On line 3, enter 2 to specify that the target data source not copy the demo data. 

● On line 4, enter the name of the source data source Business Data - AS4. 
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4. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Update tab, and do the following: 

● On line 6, enter 1 to have the report actually copy data. (To test your Processing 
Options entries and see what the UBE would have done without actually copying the 
data, enter 0.) 

● On line 7 enter A to recreate the existing table, or to create new tables if no table exists 
in the target data source. 

● On line 8, enter 1 to copy only those tables that exist in the source data source. 

● On line 9, leave the box blank; the default is to clear the table. 

5. Set the data selection to exclude all tables identified as big tables. 
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6. Run the R98403 report named CopyBus. 

7. Create a DTS package for each of the big tables. Some of the smaller of these big tables 
can be aggregated into a single DTS package. 

Note:   Before running the DTS packages, we recommend that you script and drop your 
indexes against all of the big tables. Often the data that comes over from the System i is 
dirty, from a SQL Server perspective. The most common problem is duplicate rows, which 
cause primary key violations. 

8. Run each of the DTS packages.  

9. Reapply the indexes to the big tables.  

Note:   One or more of the primary key indexes may fail due to duplicate data. If this 
occurs, identify the duplicate rows and ask the business owner which rows can be deleted. 
We recommend that you also delete the duplicate rows from the System i itself, in all 
environments, so that when this process is repeated for the production environment you 
don’t encounter this error again. 
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III.  Migrating the production environment 

The two parts of the production environment are migrated from the System i to SQL Server in the 
following order: 

A. Production path code and versions 

B. EnterpriseOne business data and control tables 

Sample migration procedures for all of these production components are covered here in Section III. All 
procedures occur on Windows Server 2003, in the EnterpriseOne application. 

III.A.  Production path code 

The migration of the path code from the System i to SQL Server occurs in three stages: 

1. Migrate the central objects libraries. 

2. Migrate the versions tables. 

3. Copy the path code from the System i deployment server to the deployment server associated 
with the production SQL Server environment. 

4. Complete the path code migration.  

All of the migration stages for the production path code are detailed here in Section III.A. 

III.A.1.  Migrate the central objects libraries 

1. Create a new data source in the system map to point to the library on the System i in which 
the production central objects reside. (Fill the boxes as shown in the screen shot below.) 
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2. Create a new version of the R98403 UBE. 

3. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Environment tab, and do the following: 

● On line 1, leave the box blank. 

● On line 2, enter the name of the target data source Central Objects - PD7333. 

● On line 3, enter 2 to specify that the target data source does not copy the demo data. 

● On line 4, enter the name of the source data source Central Objects - AS4. 
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4. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Update tab, and do the following: 

● On line 6, enter 1 to have the report actually copy data. (To test your Processing 
Options entries and see what the UBE would have done without actually copying the 
data, enter 0.) 

● On line 7, enter A to recreate the existing table, or to create new tables if no table exists 
in the target data source. 

● On line 8, enter 1 to copy only those tables that exist in the source data source. 

● On line 9, leave the box blank; the default is to clear the table. 

5. Set your source data source as Central Objects - AS4.  

6. Set the data selection to copy the following tables: 

F98751 F980021 F98712 

F98752 F969861 F98713 

F98753 F9698710 F98720 

F98760 F9698712 F98740 

F98761 F989999 F98741 

F98762 F989998 F98743 

F98950 F98306 F98745 

F89210 F98710 F98750 

F980011 F98711 
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III.A.2.  Migrate the versions table 

1. Create a new data source named Versions - AS4 - DNT that points to the production 
versions table on the System i. (Fill the boxes as shown in the screen shot below.) 

 

2. Create a new version of the R98403 report, using Versions - AS4 - DNT as the data source 
and Versions - PD7333 as the target, to copy only the F983051 table. 

3. Run the new version of R98403 locally from the workstation. 

4. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Environment tab, and do the following: 

● On line 1, leave the box blank. 

● On line 2, enter the name of the target data source: Versions - PD7333. 

● On line 3, enter 2 to specify that the target data source not copy the demo data. 

● On line 4, enter the name of the source data source: Versions - AS4 - DNT. 

5. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Update tab, and do the following: 

● On line 6, enter 1 to have the report actually copy data. (To test your Processing 
Options entries and see what the UBE would have done without actually copying the 
data, enter 0.) 

● On line 7, enter A to recreate the existing table, or create new tables if no table exists in 
the target data source. 

● On line 8, enter 1 to copy only those tables that exist in the source data source. 

● On line 9, leave the box blank; the default is to clear the table. 
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6. Run the following SQL statement to update the machine name within the versions table:   

update PD7333.f983051 set VRMKEY=’new DEP server’ where VRMKEY=’old 

DEP server’  

7. Run the following SQL statement to delete orphaned versions:   

delete PD7333.f985031 where VRVRSAVAIL <> ‘Y’  

8. Rebuild the indexes on the central objects database.  

Note: We recommend placing the indexes in a separate file group from the data. 

III.A.3.  Copy the path code 

Copy the production path code from the old System i deployment server to the new SQL Server 
deployment server. Make sure not to copy the \packages subdirectory. Create a new, empty 
\package subdirectory on the new deployment server after the copy has been completed. 

III.A.4.  Complete the path code migration 

1. Rebuild all of the indexes for the system database. 

2. Complete a full client and server package build for the production path code. Ensure that 
there are no errors in your builderror.txt error log and that all business functions have been 
built cleanly. 

3. Deploy the package to your workstations, enterprise server, applications server, JAS server, 
or terminal servers. 

4. Log on to your production environment. 

III.B.  EnterpriseOne business data and control tables 

Refer to Section I.F. in this paper for an overview of migrating your business data and control tables. 
(Your big tables were previously identified in Section I.F.) 

III.B.1.  Prepare the production business data database 

1. Make a backup copy of the production business data database in System i. 

2. Place the original production business data database in simple recovery mode. 

III.B.2.  Migrate the control tables 

1. Create a new data source named Control Tables - AS4 that points to the system library on 
the System i. 
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2. Create a new version of the R98403 report named CopyControl, using Control Tables - 
PROD as the target and Control Tables - AS4 as the source. Exclude any tables that you 
identified previously that require more than an hour to process with this UBE. 

3. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Environment tab and do the following: 

● On line 1, leave the box blank. 

● On line 2, enter the name of the target data source: Control Tables – PROD. 

● On line 3, enter 2 to specify that the target data source not copy the demo data. 

● On line 4, enter the name of the source data source: Control Tables - AS4. 
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4. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Update tab, and do the following: 

● On line 6, enter 1 to have the report actually copy data. (To test your Processing 
Options entries and see what the UBE would have done without actually copying the 
data, enter 0.) 

● On line 7 enter A to recreate the existing table, or to create new tables if no table exists 
in the target data source. 

● On line 8, enter 1 to copy only those tables that exist in the source data source. 

● On line 9, leave the box blank; the default is to clear the table. 

 

III.B.3.  Migrate the business data 

1. Ensure that the databases are in simple recovery mode. 

2. Create a new version of the R98403 report named CopyBus, using Business Data - PROD 
as the target and Business Data - AS4 as the source. Exclude any tables that you identified 
previously that require more than an hour to process with this UBE. 

3. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Environment tab, and do the following: 

● On line 1, leave the box blank. 

● On line 2, enter the name of the target data source: Business Data - PROD. 

● On line 3, enter 2 to specify that the target data source not copy the demo data. 

● On line 4, enter the name of the source data source: Business Data - AS4. 
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4. In the Processing Options dialog box, click the Update tab, and do the following: 

● On line 6, enter 1 to have the report actually copy data. (To test your Processing 
Options entries and see what the UBE would have done without actually copying the 
data, enter 0.) 

● On line 7 enter A to recreate the existing table, or to create new tables if no table exists 
in the target data source. 

● On line 8, enter 1 to copy only those tables that exist in the source data source. 

● On line 9, leave the box blank; the default is to clear the table. 

5. Set the data selection to exclude all tables identified as big tables. 
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6. Run the R98403 report named CopyBus. 

7. Create a DTS package for each of the big tables. Some of the smaller of these big tables 
can be aggregated into a single DTS package. 

Note:   Before running the DTS packages, we recommend that you script and drop your 
indexes against all of the big tables. Often the data that comes over from the System i is 
dirty, from a SQL Server perspective. The most common problem is duplicate rows, which 
cause primary key violations.) 

8. Run each of the DTS packages.  

9. Reapply the indexes to the big tables.  

Note:   One or more of the primary key indexes may fail due to duplicate data. If this 
occurs, identify the duplicate rows and ask the business owner which rows can be deleted. 
We recommend that you also delete the duplicate rows from the System i itself, in all 
environments, so that when this process is repeated for prototype and production 
environments you don’t encounter this error again. 
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Appendix A:  Big tables in iSeries library 

To find the large tables in an iSeries library, follow the steps in this section. 

1. On the iSeries, on the Main Menu screen, type the command dsplib and then press function key 
F4. 

 

2. On the Display Library screen, type the library name, type *print in the Output field, and then 
press ENTER. 
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3. After the job completes, start iSeries Navigator. 
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4. Select the iSeries, expand Basic Operations, and then select Printer Output. 

 

5. Right-click the selected print job, click Export, and name the file LibrarySize.txt. 
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6. After the export completes, open LibrarySize.txt in Microsoft Notepad.  

 

7. In Office Excel, open LibrarySize.txt. 

 The Text Import Wizard opens. 

8. On the Step 1 of 3 page, under Original data type, click Fixed width, and then click Next. 
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9. On the Step 2 of 3 page, set the field widths to the column breaks you want, and then click 
Finish. 

 

 The imported output appears. 
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10. To view the largest table information, delete the first 9 rows (which contain header information) 
and click Sort on the Data menu, and sort the data by file type (Column C) and table size 
(Column I). 

 

 The sorted output appears. 
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